LIST OF TRAININGS/WORKSHOPS
Intercultural Training

speeds up the learning curve from a cross-cultural perspective by using differences as
assets. It produces effectiveness from local employees welcoming foreign colleagues on board and eases the cultural
adjustment of transferees in their new destination.

Benefits
Our interactive workshops are delivered by consultants inter-culturally sensitive with a high level of knowledge and
expertise on the target country and with strong facilitating skills. They favour the cultural adjustment of assignees in
new destinations and produce effectiveness amongst local employees welcoming foreign colleagues on board. Training
favours the management and dynamics of diverse team members.

Trainings
Optimizing Living & Working Overseas
The Culture Shock Phenomena
Communication in International Environments
Managing a Multicultural Team
Delivering Presentations Across Cultures
Cross-Border Meeting & Negotiation Skills
Third-Culture Kids and their Adaptation

Living & Working in (Country Specific Workshops)
Germany, Ireland, Malta, Russia, Spain UK
China, India, Middle East
Argentina, Brazil, Mexico

LIST OF TRAININGS/WORKSHOPS
Business Communication Presentations are a top requirement in some professions, drawing visibility and
recognition and inducing personal confidence. Learn the art of public speaking without jitters, adapt non-verbal
communication to convey meaning, project your voice with impact and manage audience interaction with ease. We
apply a combination of media presentations and team exercises customized to the level and interests of participants.

Benefits
Those wishing to advocate an idea, product or course of action; to learn facilitating skills, impromptu speaking, handle
discussions, implement humour and to overcome the fear factor. It favours those for whom business presentations are
a frequent career requirement and for running meetings and addressing groups. Training strengthens business
relationships, increases productivity and team collaboration.

Business Communication Training
Effective Business Presentations
Borderless Communication
Managing Audience Interaction
Giving & Receiving Feedback

CV/Resume Workshop
Preparing captivating Applications
Tailoring your CV-Resume
Making an Application Appealing
Letting your Resume lead to an Interview

Successful Interview Skills
Getting the Right Mindset
Interview Preparation
Finding the Right Words
Leaving an impact
Questions & Answers
Ending the Interview
________________________________________________________________________________________

LIST OF TRAININGS/WORKSHOPS
Relocation Training/Consulting is highly beneficial for HR employees communicating with incoming and
outgoing expatriates. It covers both the practical aspects of moving to a new destination as well as the psychological
upheaval of those going through the experience. Our cost-cutting Desktop Services offer assignees self-help towards
establishing a new lifestyle during their settling-in process.

Desk Top Services
Our cost-cutting and interpersonal alternative matches the times. Assignees are offered self-help guidance towards
establishing a new lifestyle before and during their settling-in process. Workshops are specifically designed for
individuals, small groups and HR personnel communicating with incoming and outgoing expatriates and coordinating
assignment.

Benefits
Our corporate consultancy will eliminate the legwork prior to an international assignment or on arrival at the new
destination. If you are being transferred to other destinations and don’t know where to start, contact us and our
international partners will attend to all your needs.

Relocation Workshops
Hiring a Relocation Specialist
Hiring a Moving Company
Home finding Practicalities
Settling-in Guidance
Establishing a new Lifestyle
Resources & Service Providers
Ways to reduce Relocation Stress
Towards a New Culture

LIST OF TRAININGS/WORKSHOPS
Accent Modification Training (For non-native professionals with medium-advanced English level)
Cross border interaction increasingly uses English as the lingua franca though the way a non-native English speaker
sounds often leads to misunderstandings and a harsh reality. We train individuals to mitigate their accent, acquire
the correct speech rhythm and intonation patterns and enhance their comprehension of native speakers’ diction. Our
systematic approach focuses on bringing non-native pronunciation to resemble that of native speakers, eliminating
self-consciousness and enhancing clarity of speech.
Benefits
Anyone communicating directly with the public in English, whether neutralizing accents or adapting them to exact
professional needs of people in business whether selling or negotiating, engaged in public speaking, in the theatre, in
teaching, politics, law, air traffic, international media or broadcasting and those learning social language skills. Ideal for
those who are obtaining or retaining a job, advancing in their position or preparing for an interview.

Introduction to Accent Modification
Articulation & Pronunciation Rules
Appropriate Speech Rhythm
Vital Patterns of Sound and Speech
English conversation, Spontaneous speech, Everyday interaction
Social Language Practice
Business Vocabulary & Language Practice

Accentuate to Communicate
Develop and polish your writing skills
Acquire assistance with document preparation
Improve and understand English jargon, idioms, abbreviations, etc.
Strengthening your presentations
Receive general cultural knowledge (for business and social settings)

